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Abstract: The growing phase of Iceland’s economy, which began after World War II, was brusquely interrupted in October 2008, when the country was brought to the verge of bankruptcy and Icelanders were catapulted in the so-called *kreppa*: the very serious financial and social crisis with which Icelanders will have to deal in the years to come. The financial crisis, actually, has been producing, in the last two-year period, significant consequences also in terms of domestic politics, international relations (with special regard to an entry in the EU backed by the new government), cultural debate and even national identity, in addition to the highly evident economic effects. An exploitation of the advanced skills that Iceland has achieved in areas related to the analysis and the governance of the territory could be the response to the crisis from the points of view of environmental sustainability and business diversification. Additionally, it could represent a reaffirmation – as well as a redefinition – of a cultural identity.
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Iceland between reality and stereotype – In the collective imagery, Iceland distinguishes itself because of its geological and natural features, according to a stereotyped vision of this land (a land characterised by “ice and fire”, “the wild” and “the extreme”). However, little is known of its socio-cultural context. It is generally associated with northern mythology and sagas, the singer Björk and the writer Halldór Laxness1.

With a population that barely exceeds 300,0002, and its history of relative isolation, Icelandic society is characterised by a rather elevated ethno-linguistic homogeneity (even considering immigration from abroad3) and well-defined identity traits, to the extent that it constitutes a sort of “laboratory” for genetic and anthropologic, as well as socio-cultural, analysis (Durrenberger and Pálsson, 1989). As Giorgio Manganelli - who went to Iceland in the 1960s as an

---

1 Corresponding author
3 On January 1 2008, 6.8 % of the residents were foreign citizens, mostly Polish (8,488), then Lithuanians (1,332) (source: Iceland Statistics).
envoy of the daily newspaper “La Stampa” - wrote, “this land is restless and disquieting. And on this island-planet, humankind, who seems to be its guest, has a difficult, intense and unique life.” (Manganelli, 2006, p. 83). He continues: “their [that is the Icelanders’] life is firstly represented by how they relate to the incredible land on which they live”4 (ib., p. 86).

On the other hand, even the socio-economic aspects of Iceland have given rise to stereotypes (“Viking spirit”, “happy isle”, “arctic tiger”) which obviously do not account for the complexity of the peculiar relationship between humans and the environment. According to a common understanding, which is not devoid of foundation, Iceland is a positive example of territorial “voluntarism”: despite its difficult environmental context, an efficient use, even though not always sustainable, of natural resources has guaranteed not only sustenance to the population but also prosperity. And, in fact, after colonial ties had been severed with Denmark, which for centuries had relegated Iceland to subaltern status, the latter has experienced an outstanding economic development, to the extent that its gross domestic product pro-capita5 and its human development index6, to cite only a few of the most common indicators, were among the first in the world. The basis for such a success was essentially due to the fishing industry. Iceland is one of the countries in the world with the highest volume of fishing7 and by far the first country if the volume is read with relation to the population. In order to understand the economic importance of this sector, it should be considered that Icelanders did not hesitate to safe-guard their fishing beds by fighting the so-called “cod wars”8 against the United Kingdom; even today, Iceland hesitates to enter the European Union because it wants to defend its fishing sector from foreign fleets and Brussels policies. The production of renewal energy (geothermal and hydroelectric) also contributed to the country’s outstanding economic performance. In fact, Iceland is the least polluted western country with the lowest energy costs pro-capita and an optimal location for energy-consuming industries (like aluminium). Furthermore, the natural landscape, the nátturufegurð, because of its spectacular features, is a formidable resource for the tourist industry, which is rapidly expanding, as well as a national “calling card” for attracting foreign investment from the movie industry.

However, the growing phase of Iceland’s economy, which began after World War II and was brusquely interrupted in October 2008, was not only due to the exploitation of the natural environment (fishing areas, geothermal fields, rivers and natural landscape). In fact, since the mid 1990s, the newly privatized banking sector in general, and in particular the so-called “creative” finance sector, experienced a growth which may well rightly be defined as abnormal and beyond the capacity of the Central Bank to intervene, an example of which is the foreign debt (largely due to the foreign assets of the banking sector), which by

---

4 Our translation from Italian.
5 12th position in 2007, with approximately 38,000 dollars (source: CIA, World Factbook).
6 3rd position in 2007 after Norway and Australia (source: UNDP).
7 16th position in 2007 with 1,399,167 tonnes of fishing (source: FAO).
8 The disputes over fishing rights, known as the “cod wars”, between Iceland and the United Kingdom, started in 1958 when Iceland extended its fishing waters from 4 to 12 miles. Conflict between Iceland and the UK was resolved in 1961 with the latter accepting the new limits. The second “cod war” started in 1972 when Iceland unilaterally extended its fishing waters to 50 miles. Finally, in 1975, in order to protect and conserve the species, Iceland further extended its waters to 200 miles. A third “cod war” resulted and was resolved in 1976 by the EEC which established a 200 mile zone for all of Europe.
the middle of 2008 was equal to 10 times the gross domestic product. Easy access to credit therefore inevitably implied personal consumption levels that were above the population’s real earning and expenditure capacity. The impression of opulence was certainly ephemeral as it was not only based on the production of wealth but also, considerably, on access to credit.

At the same time of the global financial crisis - and for reasons that are partly connected to it, partly specific to Icelandic situation - the macroscopic financial imbalance that was created brought the country to the verge of bankruptcy and opened the way for the so-called kreppa\textsuperscript{9} : the very serious financial, economic, employment, political and social crisis\textsuperscript{10} in which Islanders were catapulted into from one day to another. As has been correctly observed, the kreppa, further to its literal meaning of crisis, “actually connotes something more: the roar of a volcano perhaps; the approach of a catastrophe” (Boyes, 2009). Another stereotype which is quite diffused is that of Icelanders used to catastrophes, which have decimated the population over the centuries and periodically taken shape as eruptions, avalanches and jökulhlaup\textsuperscript{11}. However, the notion of catastrophe in terms of financial default is novel for Iceland, further to being an event which Icelanders will have to deal with in the years to come. The financial crisis has been producing, in the last two-year period, significant consequences also in terms of domestic politics, international relations, cultural debate and even national identity, in addition to the highly evident economic effects; all of which will be illustrated in discussion to follow.

\textit{Salient phases of the crisis} – The intent of this paper is not to investigate the causes of the crisis in Iceland. However, it is necessary to briefly allude to the salient phases which characterised it for a better understanding of the events and effects which followed.

The first signs of the crisis appeared in 2006 and, even then, there was talk of the “Geyser Crisis”. In fact, since 2005, Robert Aliber from the University of Chicago defined the situation in Iceland as a “perfect bubble” (Kindleberger and Aliber, 2005) and forecast its bursting. This occurred in October 2008, when Iceland was overwhelmed by the crash of the world stock exchanges which was then followed by the American subprime loans crisis. At this given point in time the “happy isle” and “artic tiger” metaphors were replaced with the metaphors of “fallen paradise” and “bankrupt isle” by the mass media.

Primarily, Iceland’s currency must be taken into consideration. The national currency (the krona) had, since the very start of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, been strongly exposed to international fluctuations, which were the result of high interest rates (5-6 %, against 2-4 % in the Euro-USA area and 0-1 % in Japan), that attracted money flow from global markets to finance Iceland’s public debt, shares and bonds. For example, it was particularly attractive for international speculators to obtain loans in Japan and re-invest in Iceland. In order to discourage the population from going into debt, the Central Bank raised the interest rates and consequently sparked off a vicious circle: the more interest rates increased, the more Icelandic debt bonds became inviting and thus attracted capital, which meant that interest rates became increasingly higher, and in September 2008 reached 15,5 %.

\textsuperscript{9} Literally: crisis, depression, contraction.
\textsuperscript{10} In 2009 the gross domestic product decreased of 6.5 %, while the unemployment rate increased from 2.7 % in 2007 to 7.2 % in 2009 (Source: Statistics Iceland).
\textsuperscript{11} Flooding caused as a consequence of the eruption of a volcano embedded under a glacier.
The enormous flow of money and lack of control mechanisms on financial transactions permitted the banking system and groups of entrepreneurs\textsuperscript{12} who were connected with it to invest abroad without restraint: between 2003 and 2007 foreign debt of the three main banks increased from 200\% to 900\% of the GDP\textsuperscript{13}. The state of indebtedness of Icesave – the infamous on-line Landsbanki financial product – has been at the centre of political debate in Iceland and particularly concerns British and Dutch investors\textsuperscript{14}.

In October 2008, Iceland was exposed to much turmoil because of a combination of factors, namely: the tightening of credit in international money markets due to the international financial crisis; the race of foreign investors to withdraw from Icesave\textsuperscript{15}; the persistent weakening of the krona (in fact, in February 2008 The Economist considered the currency to be the most over-valued in the world); the impossibility of intervention by the Central Bank of Iceland due to the macroscopic unbalance between the debt of the banks, estimated to be over 75 billion euro, and the exchange reserves of the country, which were equal to 5 billion euro.

Frantic events ensued that disrupted the economic and financial situation in the country to the extent that the then Prime Minister Geir Haarde overtly announced the risk of national bankruptcy\textsuperscript{16}. The government, upon suggestion by the International Monetary Fund, nationalised the three banks between October 7-10, assumed all responsibilities and the consequent explosion of the public debt. On October 9 the krona was suspended from trading because its value dropped by 78\% in only a few hours. When the Icelandic stock-exchange, composed by 73\% of shares connected with credit institutions involved in the crisis, re-opened for trading on October 14, after a week's suspension, it lost about 77\% of its entire capitalization. On October 20 2008, after a loan proposal of 4 billion euro from Russia never eventuated and faded into obscurity, the International Monetary Fund put forward an alternative plan which consisted in a direct loan of one billion dollars and a further five billion dollars from central Scandinavian and Japanese banks. During 2009 the situation stabilised, but the country’s finances were in a dismal state: in July 2009 did the nation draw breath and avoid bankruptcy for the umpteenth time only thanks to a loan of a further 2 billion euro provided by the International Monetary Fund.

\textsuperscript{12} Essentially they are the Samson, Baugur, Fons, Oddaflug, Bakkavor, Exista and Samskip groups, who are considered oligarchs in the Russian sense as they are very close to political and financial powers and are defined by the term “new vikings”, given their sharp propensity for “company raids” abroad (Hamleys, Saks, Bang & Olufsen, Woolworths, American Airlines, EasyJet, Finnair, West Ham United, XL Leisure, House of Fraser are among the main companies involved by Icelandic takeover).


\textsuperscript{14} 300,000 British and 125,000 Dutch, as well as approximately a hundred UK public entities for a total debt which is today estimated at 3.9 billion euro.

\textsuperscript{15} On October 7 the English site for Icesave read: «We are not currently processing any deposits or any withdrawal requests through our Icesave internet accounts. We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause our customers. We hope to provide you with more information shortly. » (www.icesave.co.uk).

\textsuperscript{16} There is a very real danger, fellow citizens, that the Icelandic economy in the worst case could be sucked into the whirlpool, and the result could be national bankruptcy.... If there was ever a moment when the Icelandic nation needed to stand together and show fortitude in the face of adversity, then this is the moment.... God bless the Icelandic nation!» (G. Haarde, from his “Speech to the Nation” on October 6 2008, reported in Jónsson, 2009, pp. 170-171).
The case of Iceland, rather than of its entity - which is considered marginal by the global financial system, is emblematic of the dynamics involved and the means via which the crisis took shape, so much so that, nowadays, the expression “Going Iceland” is indicative of the collapse of an entire national financial system.

**Political repercussions** – Initially the Icelandic population was understandably panic stricken by the news following the events of October 6 2008. There were long queues at banks, stocking up of food supplies and hoarding of precious objects and luxury goods to maintain buying potential which was no longer guaranteed by the national currency. However, indignation and public protest followed the panic which evolved into what was to be defined as the “kitchenware revolution”. Initially it was held only on Saturdays but later on a daily basis. Many citizen groups demonstrated increasingly in Parliament Square to demand the government’s resignation and new elections.

Tension reached its limit on January 20 2009 and the days immediately following, when protests degenerated into conflict with the police. However, these incidents provoked the desired effect and the government was forced to resign. A caretaker government steered the country towards an early election on April 29 2009 and a centre-left coalition formed by the Social Democratic Alliance and the Green Party were elected to government after a period of 18 years of uninterrupted rule by the centre-right coalition.

The extent of the international ramifications of the crisis can be gauged by the fact that the anti-government protest was furthered by resentment against the executive of the United Kingdom in what may be defined as the *incipit* to the *Icesave* issue. According to the British, the nationalisation of the *Landbanki* would have made the government of Iceland responsible for the damages owing to clients of *Icesave*. The intention of Reyjavík, in the aftermath of October 6, to give priority and guarantee to national investors, induced the Brown government to put into effect the financial clauses foreseen by anti-terrorism legislation, introduced after the September 11 attacks, in order to freeze Icelandic bank and government assets in the United Kingdom, thus making any financial transaction to and from Iceland impossible and contributing in this way to worsening the already very difficult financial situation of the country. Iceland considered British reaction a very grave and unjustifiably hostile act; it was also considered excessive by analysts and probably connected to British domestic politics. The entire nation was paralleled to a terrorist organisation.

17 “From the international perspective, Iceland as a country was not too big to fail”, (Jónsson, 2009, p. 136).
18 It was so defined because participants in demonstrations rattled their kitchen utensils in protest.
19 About 6,000 people were present in the square at the peak of the protests, which is a low figure when taken for its absolute value, but it does represent 2% of the entire Icelandic population.
20 On October 7, Arni Mathiesen, the then Iceland’s Minister for Finances, stated the following in a telephone conversation with Alistar Darling, Minister for Finances in the UK at the time, «We need to secure the domestic situation before I can give you any guarantees for anything else» (reported in Boyes, 2009, pp. 167-173). Such a declaration, as is evident, does not necessarily represent a refusal to recognise the rights of foreign investors to seek damages, as instead the British government maintained. In fact, in a radio interview on the BBC on October 8 Darling declared: “The Icelandic government, believe it or not, has told me yesterday they have no intention of honouring their obligations here”. (reported in Jónsson, 2009, p. 184).
21 The 2001 “Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act”. The application of this law to States which are not involved in terrorist activity is without precedent.
22 “To the Icelanders, though, it was tantamount to a declaration of war. At one stroke Britain had placed the island on the same level as Al Qaeda, even though it was a fellow NATO partner”,
Instead, responsibility for the situation was to be attributed to a restricted and inter-connected group of bankers, politicians and oligarchs (who were also in cahoots with their counterparts in the UK) as well as to the inadequate EU control mechanisms on transnational financial operations.

On June 5 2009 the new Icelandic government signed a bilateral agreement with the United Kingdom and the Netherlands for a solution to the Icesave problem with the intent of facilitating funding from the International Monetary Fund and accelerating entry to the European Union, which we shall see is a crucial point on Reyjavík’s political agenda. On the basis of these agreements, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands put forward the money required to pay damages to British and Dutch investors, money which Iceland was to pay back at set times and via set means as defined by a law approved by the Icelandic Parliament on December 30 2009. However, the law was not enacted by the President of the Republic Olafur Ragnar Grimson, who wanted to take into account the petition signed by 56,000 citizens of Iceland (equal to 23 % of the electorate), which requested that the financial strategy plan not be approved because it was excessively onerous and unjustifiably lucrative for the British and Dutch governments. In compliance of Article 26 of the Constitution, a referendum was called so that Icelanders themselves could decide on the matter. The referendum was conducted on March 6 2010 with an overwhelming and foreseeable victory (93.2 % of voters) by the faction against the conditions for settlement of damages foreseen by the Icesave agreement.

Towards Europe? – On May 31 2005, at the Centre for European Policy Studies in Brussels, the then Minister for Foreign Affairs Davíð Oddson concluded his intervention on Iceland’s entry to the European Union: “We Icelanders are most certainly pro-European. We want close cooperation with all those who adhere to the high European ideals of prosperity, peace and freedom. We follow those aims but have for ourselves chosen a route outside the European Union – a pragmatic one but not only because of the fish! We take this route because it is beneficial for us and without harm to anyone else.”

(Boyces, 2009, p. 174). InDefense was started on this occasion. It is a citizens’ rights association which organised an on-line petition (“Icelanders are NOT terrorists”) to protest against the adoption of anti-terrorist legislation by the British government. The petition collected 83,000 signatures.

---

23 “The fact that the Icelandic Fund for the Protection of Deposits contained 1 % of the real total deposits was perfectly legal: in other words EU regulation did not take into consideration a systemic crash of the banking system. Furthermore, EU regulations did not even foresee, in case of bankruptcy, that insurance of deposits belonging to a private bank should become the responsibility of the government of that specific country where the bank has its official headquarters.” (Our translation from Italian) (Rossi, http://www.eurasia-rivista.org/3301/lislanda-ed-il-referendum-icesave-previsioni-sul-risultato).

24 By and large in 14 years at a rate of 5.5 %.

25 Even in this case InDefence promoted the petition.

26 «The proposed interest rate of 5.5 % is particularly unfair, given that the UK’s Financial Services Compensation Service has, according to the UK Treasury, “financed its payout [to UK depositors] through a loan from the Bank of England.” The Treasury does not disclose the rate of interest on this loan – a rate over which it had absolute discretion. The Bank of England’s base rate is today 0.5 % (1.5 % in January, 2009). The ECB’s base rate was 2.0 % in January 2009, yet the Netherlands government had even greater audacity in seeking, initially, interest at 6.7 %!» (Pettifor, http://advocacyinternational.co.uk/?p=813).

27 Davíð Oddson had been Prime Minister of the centre-right government from April 30 1991 to September 15 2004.

28 http://www.ceps.be/.
These words are indicative of the distance that the centre-right coalition, and perhaps more generally Icelandic society, has always taken with respect to EU integration: to limit it to trade exchange and human mobility. In fact, Iceland adhered to the Council of Europe in 1950, EFTA\(^{29}\) in 1970, EEA\(^{30}\) in 1994 and the Schengen Agreement in 1996, but only recently did it take into consideration entry to the EU. Reasons are clear: entry to the EU implies observing Community fishing policies and rules, which presumably means that the driving sector of the economy would be negatively affected, while as an EEA country Iceland does not have to observe EU fishing policies and the matter is governed by bilateral agreements in an *ad hoc* manner.

Instead, the new Icelandic government lead by Jóhanna Sigurðadóttir immediately adopted a pro-European stance by putting entry to the European Union high on the country’s political agenda. In fact, already by July 2009, that is only after two months of Sigurðadóttir took up her post, the Icelandic government presented a formal request for entry to the EU which was well accepted by the Swedish Presidency and by the then European Commissioner for Enlargement Olli Rehn\(^{31}\). In the words of the *premier*: «Iceland’s application for EU membership represents a clear strategy for the country’s direction and vision for the longer term. The application and the reception it has received send a clear and reassuring message to the outside world».\(^{32}\) The government of Iceland seems to have been inspired by considerations relating to prestige and international credibility more than mere economic preoccupation\(^{33}\): after decades of relative “Euroskepticism” – only mitigated by the accession to the abovementioned institutions – and following the loss of esteem caused by the financial crisis and the related events, Iceland should take a definitive step towards Europe and integration into a wider economic and political context.

The current government has the above intentions. But, there are at least two obstacles to Iceland’s entry to the EU: public opinion and the result of the March 6 2010 referendum. A hasty analysis of the effects of *kreppa* could have indicated a tendency for public opinion to be pro-European as an emotional response to uncertainty and fear for the future. Instead, according to public opinion, it appears that the opposite is true: if in 2005 43 % of Icelanders were favourable to entry to the European Union, today that figure has decreased to 33,2 %, while those against have increased from 37 % to 56 %.\(^{34}\) A conservative attitude – in the economics, as well as in the international relations - seems to be steering Icelandic society in the aftermath of the crisis and giving way to a lessened pro-European spirit. This vision appears to be confirmed by the result:

---

\(^{29}\) European Free Trade Association, a regional trade agreement which is today constituted by Iceland, Lichtenstein, Norway and Switzerland.

\(^{30}\) European Economic Area, or European Economic Space, instituted on January 1 1994 after the agreement between EFTA and the EU with the objective of allowing EFTA countries to participate in the common European market without joining the Union. Via its affiliation with EEA, the Icelandic banking sector expanded significantly.

\(^{31}\) At a lecture at the University of Iceland Olli Rehn underlined the high degree of integration that Iceland had reached with European institutions, which should relatively facilitate reception of the acquis communautaire and rapid joining process.

\(^{32}\) http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/eu-iceland-relations/article-187881

\(^{33}\) However, it should be taken into consideration that the potential adoption of the euro in Iceland is considered positive by many since it would constitute a form of economic stability and protection from serious currency problems: the Icelandic currency is one of the smallest in the world and therefore the risk of attack from international speculators is high.

\(^{34}\) Surveys carried out in August 2005 and February 2010 by the Capacent-Gallup Institute.
of the referendum: it can be argued that people voted against what was considered as an economic sanction, but it was quite clear that such a vote would have represented a further obstacle for Iceland’s entry to the EU (because of a possible boycotting by the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, unsatisfied with the rejection of the Icesave agreement) and, more generally, would have pushed the country further towards international isolation.

Conclusions: starting over from the territory? It seems as though Iceland, while experiencing the kreppa, is at the crossroads: should it accelerate European integration and entry to the EU and accept the consequent potential reduction of fishing activity in exchange for the prospect of political and financial support which would be guaranteed by the status of EU member country, not to mention the return in terms of international image? Or, should it continue with a moderate isolationist politics, knowing that it can mainly rely on natural resources, fishing above all, but also energy production, which inevitably takes its toll on the environment and the landscape?

The choice is also an issue of national identity, under various profiles. Above all, a strictly political aspect must be considered: the European option is seen by many as comparable to relinquishing sovereignty, given that Iceland only became fully independent from Denmark in 1944. Furthermore, the historical-economic aspect cannot be ignored. The development of trade and entrepreneurial activity associated with fishing - which was initially only a seasonal subsistence activity integrating the income derived from agricultural activity and livestock - since the end of the 19th century has deeply transformed the structure of Icelandic society. The hegemonic role traditionally afforded to land owners who had trade relations with Denmark was taken over by an emerging class of fishermen-shipyard owners. Consequently, settlements and economic activity moved towards the coast. Therefore, the transition to fishing related activity, to a certain extent, ushered Iceland into modernity and away from domination by the alliance between land owner élite and Danish merchants. National identity was in fact re-defined: “political mobilization, national self-determination, capital investment, wage labour, and the hope of a prosperous future all developed together to link fishing, the sea, prosperity, national, and individual independence into a single gestalt in terms of which Icelanders now understand their recent past and present. These images of Icelandicness are replacing the previous more bucolic ones based on livestock farming” (Durrenberger, 1996, p. 184).

On the other hand, and what follows is not necessarily a contradiction, there is a cosmopolitan component in Icelandic society (which is not necessarily pro-European), which contrasts the “insular” spirit and the conservative political and economic “status quo” which was created after independence: «through the ages, the nation has swung between the extremes of isolation and openness. Years spent in withdrawal from the world have been followed by outbursts of a yearning to aggressively pursue its riches» (Jónsson, 2009, p. 9). In a certain sense, the

---

35 For example, this is the case of the hydroelectric plant in Kárahnjúkar to the east of the country, which was built to supply energy to a single aluminium production plant owned by the US multinational company Alcoa.

36 A de facto independence from Denmark had already been reached between the end of the 19th and the beginning of 20th century: in 1874 Denmark granted Iceland home rule, which was expanded in 1904. With the Act of Union of 1918 Denmark recognized Iceland as a fully-sovereign state joined with Denmark in a personal union with the Danish king.
audacity, and one might even say the unscrupulous manner, in which Icelandic banks and entrepreneurs operated in foreign markets, can be considered as indicative of this component: recall to Viking origins is far too obvious.

National identity is not static: it is formed and transformed as a consequence of events that have taken place in a nation and Iceland is not an exception to this notion. As Gísli Pállsson and Paul Durrenberger maintain, «Iceland is a modern nation and a site for the manufacture of nationalism» (Pállsson e Durrenberger, 1996, p. 2) and therefore it can be understood how, in the recent history of this people, political and economic aspects have contributed to building an identity based on some strongholds: political and economic independence, modernity, prosperity and individualism. Given this scenario, the notion of Europe appears too broad, a mare magnum which risks weakening a sense of national identity which is to be safeguarded. On the other hand, the notion of Europe appears to be somehow “claustrophobic” to Icelandic nation, which is culturally and geographically at the helm of Nordic western civilisation, half way between Europe and America, but projected beyond the Atlantic.

Viewed in the above light, the issue of belonging to the EU and the image, or images, that Icelanders have of Iceland in actual fact appear incompatible. However, in our opinion, Iceland does not only represent fishing and insularity on the one hand and financial creativity and cosmopolitanism on the other. It may also - and may above all - be “territory”, in a geological, telluric, but also cultural sense. Previously (Finocchietti, Zarrilli, 2007a, 2007b), we emphasised that in Iceland, similarly to other places, the territory becomes an identity defining factor per sé and permeates many aspects of society: from the political to the economic; from aspects relating to entertainment to the arts37, from design to video-clip38. For the painter Helgi Thorgils Fridjónsson “the artist’s mind is linked to sense of the sublime that nature alone can give and to a specific religious or divine experience which you can find in the Icelandic highlands” (Ólafsdóttir, 2001, p. 34), while for the photographer Olafur Elíasson Icelandic nature is the departure point of his research. He explains: “I could use music or film, but I use Iceland, because I know it and my personal content comes from there. Otherwise I would just be like a physicist investigating natural phenomena.” (ib., p. 36). These are simple examples which reveal another dimension of being Icelandic, of “Icelandiceness”: namely, the “special” relationship with the natural environment that, even according to our personal experience, cannot be reduced to a mere stereotype. The fact that it is not a matter of a simple stereotype or a fact of “folklore” is shown by the advanced, often avant-garde, skills that Iceland has achieved in areas related to the analysis and the governance of the territory: geothermal science applications and, more generally, production of energy from renewable sources; management of natural hazards; nature oriented tourism and the multitudes of its facets, including thermal tourism in geothermal areas; analysis and planning of the territory; organic agriculture and biodiversity; natural cosmetic and therapies.

---

37 «In Icelandic art the landscape is an important subject to portray as well as a determining factor for the cultural identity of the Icelandic people. Modern art developed in Iceland at the end of the last century when living conditions were improving and with political independence of the nation. Nature was the main object of art at the time.» (Our translation from Italian) (Ólafur Kvaran, 1999, p. 9).

38 The video clip of the song Joga is a particularly eloquent example. It is from the album Homogenic (1997) by Björk and was directed by Michel Gondry.
An exploitation\textsuperscript{39} of the all of the above, possibly according to the pattern of production districts and to the logic of territorial specialization, could be the response to the crisis from the points of view of environmental sustainability and business diversification. Additionally, it could overcome the “Europe dilemma”\textsuperscript{40} and represent a non-conservative reaffirmation – as well as a creative redefinition – of a cultural identity.
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